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> Major transformation: this will be the world’s first major  

car factory to be fully transformed from 100 percent  
internal combustion engines to  
100 percent electric drive systems.

> no compromises: at Zwickau, only electric cars  

based on the modular electric toolkit MEB are to be  

produced in the future. 

> 330,000 vehicles per year: with a production capacity  

of 330,000 vehicles per year, Zwickau is to be the  
Group’s largest, highest-performance  
electric car plant.

> Climate protection: The production of the ID.* will be carbon  

neutral. Zwickau is committed to using green electricity  

produced by hydropower plants.
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At A GlAnCe

Key fACts on the  
ZwICKAu plAnt AnD  
the trAnsforMAtIon      



> pioneering plant: Zwickau will be  

a pioneer for the transformation  

of production. Volkswagen’s electric car production  

network will continue to grow.

> start in one year: the compact ID.* will roll off the production  

line at Zwickau from the end of 2020. In future, the plant will produce  

six electric models of three Group brands. 

> factory of the future: with highly  

advanced production systems and  

innovative production technologies,  
the vision of an intelligent, networked factory will  

gradually be realized at Zwickau. 

> high-voltage training: in 13,000 training days,  
the team at Zwickau will be prepared for the production of the  

ID. family and the handling of high-voltage power.

> Made in Germany: in addition to Zwickau,  

five other Volkswagen plants  

will be involved in the development and  

production of the ID.*.  

Notes:
You will find this press release as well as images and films on Volkswagen e-mobility on the Internet at www.volkswagen-newsroom.com.
*The study car is not yet available for sale and is therefore not subject to Directive 1999/94 EC
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thoMAs ulbrICh,  
MeMber of the VolKswAGen brAnD boArD  
of MAnAGeMent responsIble for e-MobIlIty:

„The start of production of the 
ID. in one year’ time will herald 
a new era for Volkswagen.  
We want to take e-mobility  
out of its niche and to make 
the electric car affordable  
for millions of people.  
Large volumes and efficient 
production will lay the  
foundation. This is why  
we are bundling electric car  
production at Zwickau and  
making the plant the nucleus 
of our major electric offensive.“
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ZwICKAu VehICle plAnt to  
be hIGhest-perforMAnCe  
eleCtrIC CAr fACtory  
In europe
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100 % eleCtrIC

The modular electric toolkit (MEB)  

is the technological backbone of the 

electric offensive – this is a full- 

electric, modular technology platform 

for mass-produced electric vehicles. 

“With this platform, we will be  

exploiting the possibilities of electric 

cars at the same time as generating 

enormous economies of scale,”  

says Ulbrich. All the models in the ID. 

family will therefore be full-electric 

vehicles. Volkswagen is also forcing 

the pace with production:

right from the outset, the ID. family is 

to be produced at specially equipped 

plants. Zwickau is being converted 

into the largest, highest-performance 

electric car plant in Europe. In future, 

up to 330,000 electric cars per year 

will roll off the assembly lines here – 

more than at any other Volkswagen 

Group plant. The production of the 

compact ID.*, the world’s first MEB 

vehicle, is to start at the end of 2019. 

Other MEB plants are being created  

in Europe, China and North America.

  

MobIlIty of the future

E-mobility is the drive system of the 

future. Volkswagen is consistently  

forging ahead with technological  

change, as the automaker who will 

take the electric car out of its niche. 

The Volkswagen brand has always 

been committed to making progress 

and innovation affordable for many 

people. “That was the case with the 

Beetle, it is still the case with the Golf 

and it will remain the case for the fully 

connected electric vehicles in the new 

ID. family,” says Thomas Ulbrich, 

Volkswagen Brand Board Member  

responsible for E-Mobility. The  

mission is e-mobility for everyone – 

with attractive models at affordable 

prices. Over the next few years,  

Volkswagen will be launching the  

largest electric offensive in the  

automobile industry. By 2025 at the 

latest, the brand intends to sell more 

than 1 million electric vehicles per 

year throughout the world. “We will 

pave the way for the breakthrough  

of e-mobility,” says Thomas Ulbrich. 
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ZwICKAu VehICle plAnt  
to be hIGhest-perforMAnCe  
eleCtrIC CAr fACtory  
In europe
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new erA In proDuCtIon

Volkswagen has decades of  

experience in production. The  

Volkswagen brand alone produces 

more than 100,000 vehicles per  

week with outstanding production 

quality. Over the past few years,  

we have successfully completed  

the start of production of more than 

200 models throughout the world.  

In brief, Volkswagen can “do” mass 

production. We are now using this 

know-how for the production of  

the new electric car.

 

The ID* will also herald a new era in 

production. Production will become 

more intelligent, more efficient 

and more flexible. In future, six  

different models from three Group

brands will roll off the assembly 

lines in Zwickau– an entirely new  

dimension in flexibility. Volkswagen  

is also committed to sustainable,  

green production. At Zwickau,  

production of the ID.* will be  

entirely carbon-neutral. “The start of  

production of the ID.* in a year’s time 

will herald a new era for Volkswagen,”  

says Thomas Ulbrich, Volkswagen 

Brand Board Member responsible  

for E-Mobility. “We wanted to take  

e-mobility out of its niche and to 

make the electric car affordable for 

millions of people. As the first MEB 

plant in the world, Zwickau will play  

a pioneering role for this  

future-oriented technology.“
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ID. made in Germany 

These plants 
participate in 
the new ID.
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Key AspeCts

the plAnt

trADItIon Meets  
future

There is a long tradition of carmaking 

at Zwickau. More than 100 years ago, 

August Horch & Cie. Automobilbau AG 

and Audi Automobilwerke GmbH  

started vehicle production at this  

location. Later, the two companies 

became part of Auto Union AG and 

finally AUDI AG. Following German 

reunification, Volkswagen returned  

to the region and established  

Volkswagen Sachsen GmbH in 1990. 

Currently, some 7,700 people are  

employed at the Zwickau plant.  

Last year, they produced about 

290,000 vehicles. Thomas Ulbrich: 

“The Zwickau team has the  

know-how and passion required  

for producing electric cars of the  

very highest quality.” 

 

 

MADe 
In GerMAny

All in all, six Volkswagen plants  

in Germany are involved in the  

development and production of the 

Volkswagen ID.*. The model is being 

conceived and developed by the 

E-Mobility Series Group and Technical 

Development in Wolfsburg. The heart 

of the ID.*, the battery system, is to 

be produced in Brunswick. The plant 

is currently being expanded in order 

to produce up to half a million battery 

systems per year in the future. The 

entirely newly developed MEB power-

train is to be produced in Kassel. And 

Salzgitter is to start with pre-series 

production of the rotor and stator  

for the MEB this year.  

 

“This is a strong commitment  

to Germany as an automobile  

production location. We intend to take 

the country into the lead with respect 

to the electric car and to ensure that  

it remains strong in the long term,”  

says Thomas Ulbrich. 
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reInhArD De VrIes, 
MeMber of the MAnAGeMent boArD of VolKswAGen  
sAChsen GMbh responsIble for teChnoloGy & loGIstICs:

„We have planned the transformation  
of the Zwickau plant very carefully.  
Detailed preparations and planning  
are all- important for a megaproject  
of this type. After all, we’re talking  
about the beginning of a new epoch  
in the automobile state of Saxony  
and this transformation is to be  
completed without interrupting  
production.“
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how ZwICKAu wIll be  
ConVerteD to A pure e-fACtory

the trAnsforMAtIon
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Key AspeCts

the trAnsforMAtIon 

A CoMplete ConVersIon 

The Zwickau plant is to be  

converted from the current situation, 

with 100 percent internal combustion 

engines, to 100 percent electric drive 

systems. This will be the first complete 

transformation of a major car factory to 

e-mobility in the world. A special  

challenge will be the completion of  

the transformation while the plant 

remains in operation. At the same time 

as the development of ID. production,  

production of the Golf Estate is to  

continue up to mid-2020. 

The transformation is to be  

completed in several stages and has 

already started. The first production 

line is to be changed over step-by step 

in only 24 months. Up to the planned 

start of production of the ID.*, at the 

end of 2019, the body shop, paint 

shop, assembly unit and infrastructure 

will be comprehensively modernized 

and renewed. Among other items, it 

will be necessary to prepare the  

entire conveyor systems for electric 

cars, which are heavier.

hot phAse froM suMMer 2019

The hot phase of the changeover  

will start in the summer of 2019.  

From the works holidays in July  

2019, the first production line will  

be equipped for the new MEB vehicles 

within only a few weeks. The second 

production line is to be changed over 

following the same procedure in  

2020 and to start production the same 

year. The maximum production  

capacity of the  Zwickau plant is to 

be increased by 10 percent from the 

present figure of 1,350 to 1,500  

vehicles per day, which will probably 

be reached from 2021 onwards. In  

the course of the transformation, an 

estimated 9,000 tonnes of steel are  

to be processed and factory halls  

with a total of 50,000 square meters  

are to be constructed. 
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Dr. MArtIn GoeDe,
heAD of teChnoloGy plAnnInG AnD DeVelopMent At VolKswAGen:

„The factory of the future combines  
a ground-breaking car with highly  
innovative production processes.  
At Zwickau, we have therefore opted 
for highly advanced, intelligent  
production technologies. This way,  
we will lay the foundation for the fast, 
trouble-free production of the ID  
to outstanding quality standards.“
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the Co2 eMIssIons of the ID. wIll be  
ContInuAlly reDuCeD – AnD reMAInInG eMIssIons  
wIll be CoMpensAteD for

three prInCIples:

 1.  fIrst AVoID Co2 … 
  (e.g. use of eco-power)
 
 2. … then reDuCe 
  (e.g. energy efficiency measures)

 3. … AnD then CoMpensAte  
  for unAVoIDAble eMIssIons   
  (e.g. protection of tropical rainforests)

Green proDuCtIon
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Key AspeCts

Green proDuCtIon 

CArbon-neutrAl  
proDuCtIon 

The electric car can only make a  

meaningful contribution to climate 

protection if it is built and operated 

with energy from renewable sources. 

This is why, in connection with the 

Volkswagen ID.* produced at Zwickau, 

we set ourselves the target of  

delivering a vehicle that had been  

produced in a carbon-neutral way  

to customers for the first time. We  

are following the principle of avoiding 

the production of CO2 where possible  

and reducing emissions where  

this is not possible. Other climate 

protection measures are to be taken 

to compensate for emissions which 

cannot be avoided. 

For the ID.*, this means that we will  

be optimizing CO2 emissions in the 

delivery chain and production and 

compensating for the remaining  

emissions up to delivery to the  

customer. We have already  

addressed the key CO2 hots pot:  

it has been agreed that our  

suppliers will use “green” power  

from renewable sources for the  

production of the battery cells.  

We are working actively on similar 

agreements with other suppliers.

ZwICKAu Is CoMMItteD  
to hyDropower

Since 2017, the external power  

used at the Zwickau has already  

been replaced by eco-power from 

hydropower plants operated by the 

Austrian energy supplier Verbund.  

By the start of production of the ID.*, 

the remaining emissions from  

the highly efficient compact  

cogeneration plant at the facility  

will be compensated for by climate 

protection projects certified to  

officially approved standards. 

This way, Volkswagen intends to make  

a measurable contribution to climate 

protection going beyond statutory 

requirements on a voluntary basis.
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Key AspeCts

the fACtory of the future

A MoDel DIGItAl fACtory

The realignment of the Zwickau  

vehicle plant towards e-mobility  

will gradually raise automation and  

efficiency to the latest standards  

without any impact on employment. 

The vision is the factory of the future – 

an intelligent, sustainable, fully  

networked factory. Digitalization  

concerns all areas of production,  

although the effects differ. While  

the body shop and paint shop are  

already highly automated, the  

degree of automation in vehicle  

assembly will almost be tripled in  

the course of the changeover  

to the electric models.

robotICs

At the Zwickau plant, Volkswagen is 

consistently opting for highly advanced 

Industry 4.0 robots and expanding the 

use of human-robot cooperation. In 

the completely transformed factory,  

a total of 1,700 production robots will 

be used. For example, the cockpit  

will be installed as a complete module 

fully automatically using an industrial 

robot in the future. In addition to  

shorter process times, automation  

will bring benefits for the employees. 

Human-robot cooperation will relieve 

the burden of physically exhausting 

work with unfavorable ergonomics. 

There will also be new possibilities as 

regards quality. At the end of assembly, 

the fully networked ID.* will carry  

out an electronic quality check.

DrIVerless  
trAnsport systeMs

Driverless transport systems  

are another key technology on  

the way to the factory of the future.  

They will supply the parts required  

to the assembly line entirely  

autonomously along defined  

routes, revolutionizing processes  

within the plant. Volkswagen plans  

to use this technology on a large  

scale at Zwickau. The current  

plans call for about 500 driverless  

transport vehicles. 
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DIrK Coers,  
MeMber of the MAnAGeMent boArD of  
VolKswAGen sAChsen GMbh responsIble for  
huMAn resourCes AnD orGAnIZAtIon:
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„At Zwickau, we are  
launching one of the  
largest training campaigns  
in the automotive industry.  
The employees are at the  
center of our transformation.“
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ZwICKAu trAInIert fÜr e-MobIlItÄt

so werden Mitarbeiter am standort 
für die neue ID. produktion geschult 

electric offensive:  
Volkswagen trains top  
experts for the production  
of the ID. family

ZwICKAu eDuCAtInG for e-MobIlIty
how employees at the site are trained
for the new ID. production

7,700 employees
are preparing for 

e-mobility

3,000 employees
are receiving specific 

training at the  
e-mobility training  

centre

1,500 employees
are taking a  
high voltage  
licence test

13,000 training Days
collectively invested by 
the workforce into the  

future of mobility

the worKforCe
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Key AspeCts

the worKforCe 

trAInInG CAMp  
for e-MobIlIty

Volkswagen is transforming itself  

into a leading supplier of fully  

connected full-electric vehicles.  

This also means preparing the team 

for new requirements and jobs arising 

in connection with electrification and 

digitalization. At Zwickau, Volkswagen 

has launched the largest training  

campaign in the company’s history.  

Up to 2020, all 7,700 employees are 

to be involved in the change process 

and to be prepared for the new  

mission of the Zwickau plant by  

information events. 3,000 employees 

are to complete the e-mobility  

training center, covering specific  

specialist aspects of e-mobility.  

All in all, the campaign will  

include 13,000 training days.

 

hIGh-VoltAGe  
trAInInG

In addition, about 1,500 employees  

will complete a sort of high voltage 

license. The training will range from 

high-voltage sensitization to the  

qualification of high-voltage experts. 

The main focus will be on the safe 

handling of higher voltages.  

Training as an electrical specialist  

or an electrical specialist for specified  

tasks, both state-recognized training 

vocations, will also be possible.  

The training campaign is to be  

completed together with the  

Volkswagen Training Institute  

at Zwickau. For this purpose,  

a dedicated high-voltage laboratory 

with electric training vehicles has  

been established. In addition  

to preparatory training concerning 

basic skills at the E-mobility training 

centre, the focus will be on training  

in robotics, highly advanced  

automation technology and  

vehicle electronics. 
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the ZwICKAu plAnt –
fACts AnD fIGures   

teAM

About 7,700 employees,  

300 apprentices 

 

AreA

The Zwickau vehicle plant  

hasa total area of more than  

1,800,000 square meters, of  

which 1,400,000 square meters  

are covered by buildings. 

proDuCtIon

now:  

280,000 vehicles

from 2021: 

up to 330,000 vehicles 

Sense the plant was established in 

1990, more than 5.5 million vehicles 

have rolled off the production line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAnAGeMent

Dipl.-Ing Thomas Ulbrich has  

been Member and Speaker of the  

Management Board of Volkswagen 

Sachsen GmbH since April 5, 2018.

MoDels

now: Volkswagen Golf, Golf Variant 

from 2021: ID.* 

in the final stage of development,  

six electric models from three brands 

will be produced at Zwickau.

enVIronMentAl proteCtIon

The objective is to deliver vehicles 

which have been produced with a 

neutral CO2 balance to customers. 

Among other measures, external  

power supplies to the Zwickau plant 

have been switched to eco-power 

from the hydroelectric power plants of 

the Austrian energy supplier Verbund.

Information as of December 2017
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